Aristocrats: Actress hasn't learned

"Evita"

Piano-Conductor

The Actress Hasn't Learned

(BRASS IX) (ARISTOCRATS) 2x (A Cappella)

Thus all Fairy Stories End.

(CELLO) (LY-DAILY)

Only an Actress would Pretend Affairs of State are her Latest Play.

(Tralala to 17)

(Cello Coda)
"THE ACTRESS HASN'T LEARNED"

AC-TRESS HASN'T LEARNED THE LINES YOU'D LIKE TO HEAR. SHE WON'T

JOIN YOUR CLUBS, SHE WON'T DANCE IN YOUR HALLS.

SHE WON'T HELP THE HUN-DRED ONCE A MONTH AT YOUR TOM-BOL-AS, SHE'LL

SIM-PLE TAKE CON-TROL, AS YOU DIS-AP-PEAR.

(for)